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News News News or is it?With all the worrying news all over the world our little problems seem very trivial
but nonetheless we are going to burden you with them.Weâ€™ve been concerned about a bit of a teccie issue.
What great insight is TCRM going to give us today I hear you cry? - or maybe not, well, we want to
mentionÂ  something called "responsive web design".Â  We know what you are thinking, what the blinking
eck are they droning on about again. We think this is very interesting, a bit teccie, but nevertheless it may be
very important to you and your business. Quite simply put, a responsive web site is a site that responds to
whatever device you are viewing it on, this sounds simple but it in fact is difficult to do well. In practice it
means a web site is useable on whatever piece of technology you happen to be using at the moment i.e
mobiles, tablets, laptops or any pc with different sized monitors . Our sites have always looked good on
mobiles and tablets etc. but there are certain aspects of the construction that could be improved to make them
even more useable. So we have done the mods, rewritten the code and generally stirred the pot and our site in
now responsive (well letâ€™s say 90% as we are still testing and ironing out bugs). So if you have a minute,
grab your mobile and visit tcrm.co.uk and enjoy the changes. If you do see something that needs a tweak
please shout. If you need your site to be responsive please gives a call and we can get a quote sorted to update
your site to the latest TCRM platform.Whilst we are talking about making your business better, how about
thinking about some SEO, what is SEO I hear some of you screaming, well it is short for Search Engine
Optimisation. It is the technique we can apply to your site to help you get found on Google and the other
search engines. If you need more visitors to your site this is the way to go,Â  give us a call and we will see
how we can help you. We offer SEO packages at all levels, so if you need more business, talk to us today.
http://tcrm.co.uk/seo-bridgend-south-wales/Have a great month
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